
Research Summary: Dr. Yael Zemack-Rugar 
 
My research program focuses on consumer goals and motivation. I often explore the role emotions 

play in motivation. My work is theory-focused, with an eye towards introducing new constructs, exploring new 
processes, or identifying where existing theories intersect to generate new insights. At the same time, I focus on 
topics that offer applied insights to both consumers and marketers. 

 
I provide below an overview of key findings and contributions across my published work and projects in 

progress/review. I divided my work into three sections for ease of readership, though many projects overlap. 
 
1. Self-Regulation and Sequential Goals  

 
In my programmatic exploration of motivation, I often focus on long-term goals such as losing weight or 

reducing debt. These goals require consumers to self-regulate repeatedly. After all, one does not become obese 
from eating one donut, or go into severe debt from buying a single pair of shoes. Rather, a sequence of failures 
is required for serious negative consequences to emerge, and a sequence of successes is needed for long-term 
goals to be attained. The steps in this sequence are commonly referred to as “subgoals”; I explore how subgoal 
failure/success affects persistence at the overall, long-term goal. 
 

For example, in two Journal of Marketing Research articles (A-Plus), I conceptualized two new 
constructs: Response-to-Failure (Zemack-Rugar et al., 2012) and Persistence-Licensing Responses (Zemack-
Rugar et al. 2019a). These constructs captured consumers’ cognitive and emotional responses to subgoal failure 
and success (respectively); I designed and validated measures to assess these responses, demonstrating that they 
differ across individuals, and these differences predict post-failure (or post-success) persistence. As a blind peer 
reviewer noted: “I’m impressed by the Sisyphean work that the authors have done; scale development is an 
immensely laborious task that most people avoid like the plague. And scale development about something 
interesting—as is the case here—is even rarer.”  

 
This work offered several theoretical contributions: 
 It built on seminal theories on highlighting, balancing, and licensing (Dhar and Simonson 1999; Khan 

and Dhar 2006) by incorporating dynamic goal models (Bagozzi and Dholakia 1999; Carver and Scheier 
2001) into the exploration of subgoal failure, subgoal success, and subsequent persistence.  

 It examined the combined effects of multiple cognitive and emotional responses to subgoal failure (or 
success) simultaneously, more fully capturing consumers’ experience.  

 It introduced the idea that these responses can be driven by chronic tendencies, nuancing our 
understanding of what drives post-failure (or success) behavior, and revealing new moderation patterns. 

 These constructs enabled me to distinguish between self-regulation in the absence of prior 
failure/success, and sequential self-regulation following subgoal failure/success. Such differences had 
been theorized (Baumeister, Heatherton, and Tice 1994), but had not been empirically shown. 

 These constructs also enabled me to distinguish between post-failure and post-success behavior.  
 

In addition, this work offered several applied contributions. First, these new constructs and measures 
improved marketer’s ability to predict persistence following subgoal failure and success. Thus, they provided 
marketers with segmentation tools that allow them to identify consumers that are more or less likely to persist 
(i.e., more/less likely to remain engaged with goal programs/products). I also demonstrated how insights from 
these measures can be used to design marketing interventions that support consumer persistence (Zemack-
Rugar et al. 2019a; Studies 9-10), improving marketer and consumer outcomes. 

 
My work on persistence has been cited in a variety of fields, including medicine (Edlind et al., 2018), 

finance (Peltier et al., 2016), psychology (Prinsen, Evers, and deRidder 2016; Worrell et al. 2016), and 
marketing (Fernbach et al. 2015; Haws et al. 2016a; Salerno et al., 2015). Further, my scale development work 
has served as a foundation for other scale work in top-tier journals (Haws et al., 2016b; Hsee et al. 2015; 



Weathers and Siemens 2018). This work has also received exposure in the popular press (e.g., Business 
Insider). 
 

I have also applied these constructs in subsequent work:  
 I developed a Response-to-Failure scale in the academic domain and applied it to design interventions 

that improved student persistence, addressing the dropout problem colleges face (Zemack-Rugar et al. 
2019b). This work theoretically extended prior research by showing that a dynamic goal model offered a 
better predictor of post-failure persistence than theories relating to academic motivation or ability.  

 I applied the Response-to-Failure scale to understanding how anticipated subgoal failure (e.g., 
anticipating overspending on vacation) affects present goal choices. This work identified theoretical 
similarities and differences between past and future subgoal failure, and tested interventions that reduced 
subgoal failure’s negative effects (Zemack-Rugar and Corus 2018).  
 
I continue to explore additional dimensions of long-term goals and sequential goal behavior in ongoing 

projects. For example, in a project being prepared for submission, I examine sequences of re-consumption and 
the chronic goals that drive such sequences. This project focuses on a different dimension of sequential 
motivation, extending my research stream, while leveraging my scale development expertise. 

 

2. Self-Regulation and Emotions 
 
As noted above, my work on self-regulation and sequential goals includes an emotional dimension. For 

example, I explore the role of consumers’ emotional responses to subgoal failure; I also identify differences in 
the role of emotions following subgoal failure versus success. I continue my focus on the role of emotions in 
self-regulation in additional projects. In several of these projects, I explore prosocial motivation (e.g., donating), 
which requires consumers to forego their short-term, selfish goals, in favor of long-term societal goals.  

 
I began exploring this topic in my Journal of Personality and Social Psychology article (A-Plus; 

Zemack-Rugar et al. 2007). I demonstrated that non-conscious guilt led to reduced indulgent consumption and 
increased prosocial behavior. This work has had significant impact: 
 Theoretically, this work introduced the non-conscious emotion construct. Though the existence of non-

conscious affect (positive vs. negative) was accepted at the time (Winkielman, Berridge, and Wilbarger 
2005), my work was the first to demonstrate that specific non-conscious emotions, of the same valence 
can differentially affect behavior.  

 The introduction of the non-conscious emotion construct has led to over 200 citations across disciplines 
such as psychology (e.g., Schroeder and Thagard 2013; Tong, Tan, and Tan 2013; Winkielman 2010), 
neuro-psychology (e.g., Gilead et al. 2015; Pichon, Rieger, and Vuilleumier 2012), economics 
(Andersson et al. 2017), and marketing (e.g., Allard and White 2015; Goldsmith, Kim, and Dhar 2012; 
Hu and Kaplan 2013; Martin and Morich 2011).  
 
I continued my work on guilt, indulgent consumption, and prosocial behavior in my Journal of 

Consumer Psychology article (A-Plus; Zemack-Rugar et al. 2016). I built on prior work on consumption guilt 
(Kivetz and Simonson 2002; Kivetz and Zheng 2006) and licensing (Khan and Dhar 2006), by proposing a 
compensatory process, wherein prosocial behavior could be used to mitigate the guilt associated with indulgent 
consumption. As a result of this process, guilty consumers, who normally avoided indulgent consumption, 
indulged the most when products donated a portion of sales to charity. This finding offered marketers and 
nonprofit organizations new insights on how to effectively pair causes with products to increase both sales and 
donations.  
 

My work on guilt and self-regulation continued in a project on reactance motivation. Reactance 
motivation (i.e., the automatic desire to assert one’s freedom; Brehm 1966) is often pursued at the expense of 



longer-term goals (e.g., good decision-making; Fitzsimons and Lehmann 2004). In my Journal of Consumer 
Psychology article (A-Plus; Zemack-Rugar et al. 2017), I extended prior work on reactance by: 
 Identifying guilt as a new emotion involved in reactance. I showed that when brands used assertive ad 

language (e.g., “Buy Now!”) this elicited guilt; this guilt ironically backfired, resulting in increased 
reactance and reduced compliance with the ad.  

 Identifying brand relationships as a moderator of reactance; the above effect occurred for committed, but 
not for uncommitted brand partners, because compliance pressures (and reactance) were greater in 
committed relationships. 

 Revealing to marketers how a common tactic (i.e., assertive communication) alienated their most 
valuable and loyal customers. 

 Offering marketers remedies via relationship signaling and alternate ad language. 
 
Due to its broad applied relevance, this work was featured in the Wall Street Journal (Dizik 2017). 
 
 I continued to explore the regulation of prosocial motivation in subsequent projects, such as my work on 
happy versus sad victim faces (discussed further below; Zemack-Rugar and Klucarova-Travani 2018). I also 
have two completed projects on this topic: 
 A project being prepared for submission examines how schadenfreude can increase prosocial behavior.  
 A project under review (A-Plus journal) looks at the effects of digital social interactions on prosocial 

behavior. In this project, I introduce a new construct, which offers a novel way to think about online 
social interactions. I am already applying this construct in two additional projects in progress. 

 
3. Motivation & Goals: Other Dimensions  

 
In my continued exploration of motivation and emotion, I examine these constructs’ intersection with 

other key psychological theories. Some examples include: 
 Regulatory-Focus: In my Marketing Letters article (Zemack-Rugar and Klucarova-Travani 2018) I 

examined the effects of victim emotion (happy vs. sad) and different message goal frames (promotion 
vs. prevention) on prosocial behavior. This work offered a novel exploration of the intersection of ad 
imagery and wording, and provided marketers with applied insights on how to design effective 
fundraising communications.  

 Product Goals and Construal Level: In my recent Psychology & Marketing article (Zemack-Rugar and 
Rabino 2019), I examined how consumers’ visualization of buying versus using a product affected their 
focus on abstract vs. concrete goals. I demonstrated that this differential focus had downstream effects 
on the appeal of a complement. This extended prior work, which has focused on the effects of 
visualization on the imagined product itself; instead, this work focused on visualizations effects on 
other, related products. This work also offered marketers practical advice on how to leverage consumer 
visualization in the retail environment.  

 
Summary 

 
Throughout my career, I have pursued a clearly defined research program, focused on various aspects of 

goals and motivation; many of my projects also include a focus on the role of emotion. Across my work I have 
introduced new constructs (e.g., non-conscious emotions, Response-to-Failure, Persistence-Licensing 
Responses), identified new psychological processes (e.g., the emotional liberation offered by prosocial 
behavior, or the compliance pressure guilt creates), and developed new individual difference constructs. 
Alongside these theoretical advances, my work offers marketers applied tools for segmentation, designing 
interventions, and structuring marketing communications. A Venn diagram summarizing my work is provided 
below. Details on each of my published papers are provided here: https://www.yaelzemackrugar.com/research-
details  



Venn Diagram 

Key:  A+ A-Plus Ranked Journal (FT50); A Ranked Journal; A- Ranked Journal; * Measure Development Work 
Rankings based on departmental/college journal rankings. 

MOTIVATION & GOALS 

EMOTIONS 

Self‐Regulation & Sequential Goals 

Zemack‐Rugar, Brinberg, and Corus (2019a; JMR)A+,* 
Zemack‐Rugar, Brinberg, and Corus (2012; JMR) A+,* 
Zemack‐Rugar and Corus (2018; P&M)A‐ 
Zemack‐Rugar, Brinberg, and Corus (2019b; JME) A‐,* 

Self‐Regulation & Emotion 
 
Zemack‐Rugar, Bettman, and Fitzsimons (2007; JPSP) A+ 
Zemack‐Rugar, Rabino, Cavanaugh, and Fitzsimons (2016; JCP) A+ 
Zemack‐Rugar, Moore, and Fitzsimons (2017; JCP) A+ 
Zemack‐Rugar and Klucarova‐Travani (2018; ML) A 

Zemack‐Rugar and Boman (preparing for submission) 

Goals & Motivation: Other 

Zemack‐Rugar and Rabino 
(2019; P&M) A‐ 
Montgomery and Zemack‐
Rugar (under review, A‐
Plus) 
Zemack‐Rugar and Moore 
(preparing for submission) 
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